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Hearing & Sharing Good News 
 

Our 24 hour news cycle brings to us story after story of some catastrophic tragedy somewhere.  
Only the locations change.  Gun violence in New Zealand, storms and floods in our midwestern 
states, earthquakes and fires in California, and accidents… everywhere – all of these wreak 
havoc and change lives – often in the blink of an eye.  When lives are lost, families of loved ones 
grieve deeply – and don’t our hearts go out to each?  And we, together with those affected ask 
the same question:  “Why?”  It seems so inexplicable, so unfair.  What had any of these folks 
done to deserve such tragic deaths? 
 
In ancient Mediterranean culture, there was no question about fairness. The assumption was 
that disease, suffering, and death bore a direct correlation with human sinfulness: the greater 
the sin, the more likely the misfortune. And to some degree, like it or not, we still think this 
way.1  Calamity strikes and we wonder, ‘Why me?’ and ‘What did I do for this to happen?’ We 
scrutinize our behavior, our relationships, our diets, our beliefs. We hunt for some cause to 
explain the effect, in hopes that we can change what we’re doing and so stop whatever has 
gone (or is going) wrong.  What this tells us is that we are less interested in truth than 
consequences.  What we crave, above all, is control over the chaos of our lives. 2  It was no 
different in Jesus' time. People longed to understand and control misfortune.  So, the crowds 
asked Jesus about the Galileans slain by Pilate, and they wondered about those who were killed 
when the tower of Siloam collapsed. What had those people done to deserve their fate?  Could 
those tragedies have been prevented? 
 
Today, we have our own questions about suffering.  Why is there so much of it?  Is our suffering 
connected with our behavior?  Is calamity a form of punishment?  Does God send suffering? Am 
I being tested?  As a pastor and a healthcare chaplain, these are the anguished questions I’ve 
heard from hospital beds and emergency rooms.  
 
Imagining that we can even answer these questions, especially in times of crisis - is to enter 
perilous territory.  We’ve all heard so many less than helpful explanations of suffering, from 
someone saying “God needed another angel in the choir” to TV preachers naming a particular 
calamity as God’s punishment for sin.  Understandably, we want to avoid adding to someone’s 
pain with remarks such as these. 
 
“Rabbi, did you hear about the latest Roman atrocity?”  And Jesus, the teacher answers, “Do 
you really think that because these Galileans suffered in this way, they were worse sinners than 
all other Galileans?”  If there’s anything we can take from his sharp response, it’s that suffering 
and calamity are not God’s punishment.  But Jesus goes on to make the same point whether 
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death occurs because of human violence or as a result of a freakish incident such as a collapsing 
tower, asking once again, “Do you think that these accident victims were worse offenders than 
all the others living in Jerusalem?”  And again, he answers definitively, “No.” 3  
 
This passage does something to us.  It exposes our faulty theology of judgment and 
punishment.  If we see these things as punishments from God, and if we don’t repent, if we 
don’t turn around to another way of understanding, then - we will die under the delusion of 
that very thinking. We will die thinking that God is punishing us.  In the words of today’s 
scripture, “We will all perish, just as they did.” 
 
Jesus came to show us that God absolutely does not bring death to punish sinners.  Quite the 
opposite.  In going to the cross, Jesus took upon himself the worst method of our human 
punishment for one another - to expose the emptiness, the pointlessness, the horror of our 
violence.  Our human thoughts are tied to death-dealing ways.  But when God raises Jesus from 
death in the resurrection, God shows us once and for all, that God is all about life, not death.  
God is about forgiveness, not punishment.  God is about blessing, not curses. 
 
What Jesus brought about in his ministry of teaching, in the way he lived, died and rose again, 
was paradigm shift.  Those who listened to Jesus, found their previous understanding of the 
divine as a God who was both good and bad, who both loves and punishes, having to change.  
Hearing Jesus, they came to an understanding of God who is only love, in whom there is no 
darkness at all, as it says in First John, chapter one. (1John 1:5)4   
 
So what Jesus says to those trying to come to terms with these tragic situations is “Repent,” 
which certainly takes me by surprise, until I remind myself that he is not so much saying, “Turn 
from sin,” but, “Turn to God.”  And that can make sense, in the midst of suffering.  As we turn 
ourselves away from our image of a punishing God, we follow Jesus on the path that leads 
through suffering to new life.5  If there’s anything we learn from the season of Lent, it’s that the 
path Jesus leads us on is not one that avoids suffering.  We’re reminded that he promises to be 
with us, walking through it, bringing us to a place of new life. 
 
What else can we learn from this passage about suffering?  While suffering is not punishment, 
there is nevertheless a connection between suffering and our brokeness.  Pilate’s murderous 
actions, along with all horrific acts of murder and mayhem are sinful.  And, what if the collapsed 
wall Jesus mentions was built by a fraudulent contractor or designed by a cost-cutting 
architect?  Our deliberate errors along with our inadvertent mistakes have consequences.  
Negative behaviors lead to much of our world’s misery – and the more often we can confront 
these in the work of justice, the less suffering there will be. 
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Sometimes we do suffer as a direct result of some wrong we’ve done, a bad decision, or an 
action we’ve failed to take.  But other times, suffering is the result when we have done exactly 
the good we need to do and are called to do.  I’ve said it before: being baptized will complicate 
your life.  Walking in your baptism will mean at times, standing with those who are oppressed 
and otherwise engaging the destructive powers darkening this world God loves.  As followers of 
Jesus, we shouldn’t be surprised when we suffer as a result of doing what is right.  After all, the 
idea that only good things happen to good people should have been put completely to rest 
when Jesus as the holy son of God was nailed to the cross.  As people of faith, we find comfort 
in the presence of our Lord who enters into our suffering, whose risen life sustains our own in 
the midst of every circumstance. 
 
So what is God’s reaction to sin?  In Luke’s gospel we hear Jesus tell stories, describing God as a 
father who scans the horizon day after day, waiting for his wayward son to return home.  We 
hear him speak of God’s persistent love in the story of a woman who sweeps her house all 
night, looking for a lost coin and throwing a party costing even more than the coin is worth - to 
celebrate that she found it.  Luke’s gospel overflows with the conviction that ‘there is more 
rejoicing in heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine who need no 
repentance.’ (Luke 15:7)  
 
While the first part of our gospel text could be titled, “When Bad Things Happen,” the second 
part could be called “The Parable of God’s Patience.”  When people ask Jesus questions, he 
often answers by telling a story, which is what he does here.  
 
A landowner planted a fig tree, having hopes of enjoying both its shade and its fruit.  The fig 
tree used up a lot of the soil’s nutrients, but didn’t produce any fruit. “Why should I let this do-
nothing fig tree use up good soil?” asked the owner. “Cut it down right now.”  But the gardener 
replies, “Let it be for one more year. I’ll do everything I can for it.  If it bears fruit, great!  If not, 
then cut it down.”   
 
Given Luke’s consistent picture of God’s forgiving reaction to sin, then maybe the landowner 
represents our own sense of how the world should work, our own theology of judgment and 
punishment. We want life to be fair, with rewards for doing good and punishments meted out 
for doing evil. (Except for us.  When it comes to our own brokeness and mistakes – then we 
want mercy for ourselves and smiting for our neighbors!)  Maybe in this story, the gardener is 
God, the one who continues to insist that the ultimate answer to our brokeness isn’t 
punishment – not even in the name of justice.  The answer to the problem of our brokeness, 
according to Jesus’ story of the Patient Gardener, is mercy.   
 
God, the Gardener who won’t give up on us.  Who breaks up the hard ground of our inflexible 
attitudes, who fertilizes our faith, waters our spirit, hovers over us, urging us to grow and 
produce lives bearing fruit.  This story tells us that God’s answer to our broken lives isn’t 
punishment, but attentive, patient love.   
 



As you go into the world this week, walking in your baptism as a child of God - what will you tell 
your friend, co-worker, your loved one who struggles in the face of suffering and loss?  That 
Jesus who has known our suffering - he weeps with us; he holds us in our pain.  That in Jesus’ 
dying and rising, God promises not only to be with us, but to redeem all things, including our 
suffering and our loss.  So now in this season of Lend, as we repent, as we turn toward God, 
may we be given ears to hear this promise, and the grace to share it with those who need most 
to hear this Good News.  Amen 
 


